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Homotopy Theory for the p-adic Spécial Linear Group

J. B. Wagoner *)

If E is al ocal field, complète with finite residue field, the spécial linear group
inherits a topology from E which makes it a locally compact, totally disconnected

topological group and hence its homotopy groups in the usual sensé are trivial. This

paper proposes a définition for the higher homotopy groups of SL(l+1, E) which on
the one hand, agrées with the fundamental group computed by Moore [7] and by
Matsumoto [5] from the viewpoint of universal topological central extensions and,
on the other hand, is related to the algebraic X-theory of E viewed as an abstract field.
The idea is to define groups Kfop(E) which carry that part of the algebraic X-theory
of a local field which cornes from "continuous" invariants such as the continuous
Steinberg symbols in the work of Matsumoto and Moore. We also define homotopy
groups Kl°p(D) for the spécial linear group over a compact discrète valuation ringO,
and in a forthcoming joint paper of the author and R. J. Milgram we use the
continuous cohomology of SL(l+1,O) to compute the rank of the free part of K\op (O)
considered as a module over the p-adic completion of the integers where p is the

characteristic of the residue field ofO. The theory as developed in this paper is closely
connected to IW-pairs and buildings and in the last section we briefly discuss the
relation of the spaces constructed in the first section to the p-adic building associated

to SL(l+1, E). We shall treat only the spécial linear group and the root System Ax\

it seems likely that a similar program can be worked out for other simply connected

algebraic groups. Useful background références are [1], [4], and [6].
Throughout this paper E will dénote a field with a discrète valuation v:E*-+Z.

Let O be the valuation ring consisting of those xeE with v(x)^0 and let p be the

maximal idéal consisting of those xeE with v(*)>0. Let n be a generator for p.

§ 1. Définition of nf and rc{°p

In this section we define "abstract" homotopy groups nf5L(l+1, E) and homotopy

groups itf*SL(l+1, E) which take into account the topology on E. Thèse définitions

correspond respectively to the "linear" and "affine" 2W-pair structures on

SL(1+1, E). For standard terminology in the theory of iîiV-pairs and root Systems

see [1] and [4, Chap. II].

Research supported by the University of Lausanne and by NSF grant GP-34217X.



536 J. B. WAGONER

Let RI+1 be the set of ail (I+l)-tuples (x0, xu..., Xj) of real numbers. Let
ef:RI+1-*R be the /th coordinate function. The linear stratification of RI+1 is the

décomposition of RI+1 into facettes determined by the hyperplanes ef —ey 0 of the
linear root System of type Av As the fundamental chamber we take

C0={x0>x1>'">xl}

so that the positive linear roots are et — ej with i<j and the négative linear roots are

e,— ej with i>j. The affine stratification of RI+1 is the décomposition into facettes

determined by the hyperplanes ef —ey + & 0, keZ, of the affine root System asso-
ciated to Ax. The fundamental chamber is

C={xï+l>x0>'~>xî}.

If F and F' are both facettes in the linear stratification or in the affine stratification we

write F<F' to mean Fis contained in the closure of F'. Actually, our terminology is

not quite standard in that one usually speaks about the linear and affine stratifications
of the subspace VaRl+1 given by the condition jc0H hXj 0. However, the cor-
respondence F^Fn Fis a bijection of facettes for both the linear and affine stratifications,

and in the affine case the géométrie realization of the nerve of the partially
ordered set of facettes is precisely the first barycentric subdivision of the space V

triangulated by the open rectilinear simplices FnV. The realization of the nerve of
the linear stratification of RI+1-diagonal is S1"1. In the présent situation it is con-
venient to use RI+1 instead of Fbecause then the natural stabilization map RI+ * -> RI+2

given by

\Xq9 Xi) —? (Xq9 Xl9 Xi)

takes facettes to facettes and préserves the "<" relation.
The "linear" BN structure on SL(l+1, E) has

i?=upper triangular matrices
N=z matrices with exactly one non-zero entry in each row and each column.

The linear Weyl group W0 NjBnN is isomorphic to Sl+U the symmetric group on
1+1 letters generated by reflections in the hyperplanes ei — ej 0. W0 acts on RI+1 by
permuting the coordinates. The "affine" BN structure on SZ(I+1, E) has

j?=subgroup of SL(I+1,£>) consisting of matrices (m0) with v(/wo)>0 when-

ever i>j.
N=* same as for the linear case.
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The affine Weyl group W= N/BnN fits mto an exact séquence

where T îs a free abehan group of rank I W îs isomorphic to the group generated by
the reflections in the planes el — eJ + k 0. An élément wof Wacts on Rr+1 asfollows:
Choose a représentative for w in N of the form a d where a îs a permutation matnx
and Jis a diagonal matnx with entnes ±7r"°, ±nnl such that no+ ••+«, Then

w acts as translation by —«0, — nx) followed by permutation of coordinates ac-

cordmg to a.

If F îs a facette in the linear stratification, let (7Fe5L(I+1, F) dénote the sub-

group generated by the elementary matrices etJ(À) where el — eJ>0 on F and Aei?.

If Fis a facette of the affine stratification and n îs a positive integer, let A: (F, el — ej)n
be the least integer fce« • Z such that et - e} + A:>0 on F Let £/£c SL(I +1, E) dénote

the subgroup generated by the etJ(À) where v(A)^&(F, et — ej)n and by the éléments

of the subgroup Hn consisting of those diagonal matrices with entnes in the subgroup
of units 1+p" inO*

LEMMA 1 (K)IfF<Ff in the linear stratification, then UFczUF.
(B) IfF<Fr in the affine stratification, then UFczUF

Furthermore, ifm divides «, then UFa U™.

The proof of this lemma will be given later on in this section

For any two cosets <x-UF and /?• UF where a, peSL(\+1, E) define a- UF<p- UF

to mean that F<F' and ocUF^p'UF Similarly, define a-UF<p'UF to mean F<F'

Now let SLab(l+1, F) be the géométrie realization of the simplicial set which has

as îts &-simphces (fc+l)-tuples

(cco'Up^oc^Up^ <cck-UFk)

where the faces Ft belong to the linear stratification of RI+1 — A. Hère A dénotes the

diagonal. The group SL(l+1, E) acts on SLab(l+1, E) by the formula

(X'(<xo'UFo< -.<afc-(7Fk) (aao-t/Fo< -<(xixk'UFk).

Define

The stabihzation map RI+1- A-+Rl+2-A induces a simplicial map

SLab(l+l, E)-+ SLab(l+2, E)
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and for /> 1 we let

Kf+t (E)=nfSL (E) lim 7cfSlf (l+1, E)

i

The définition of K?b given hère is essentially the same as that of the groups denoted
K?N in [10]. See also [13]. It is valid for any associative ring with unit E and it is

a theorem [11] that K?(E) K?(E\ the algebraic X-theory groups of Quillen [8].
When E is a field, it follows from [6, Cor. 11.2] and [10, Prop. 2] that for 1^3

K2(E)=K2(î+l9 E) n1SLab(l+l9 E).

Actually it is possible to show this for 1^2 provided SLab(l+1, E) is defined using
ail linear facettes of Rl+l. The reason why facettes in RI+1 — A are used is to get a

space which maps to the building corresponding to the linear 2W-pair structure on

SX(I+1, E). See [10, §2]. As far as algebraic X-theory is concerned it is immaterial
which method is used to define nfSL(E) because they both are the same in the limit.

Fix a positive integer n. Let SLt°p(l+1, E) dénote the géométrie realization of the

simplicial set which has as its &-simplices the (k+ l)-tuples

ThegroupSL(I+l,^)actson5Ltwop(I+l,£')inthesamewayitactson5fLo6(I+l,JÊ:).
Whenever m divides n, ol-Uf<P'Uf. implies (X'UpKp-U™ so the correspondence

(x-Up-xx-U™ induces a simplicial map

We define

ttÎopSL (1+1, £) lim nfiHZ» (1+1, E).
44—

m | n

The stabilization map induces a simplicial map

SIÎnop(I+l, E)-* Sl£p(l+2, E)

of inverse Systems and we therefore can set

l, E).
i

By analogy with algebraic JK-theory we could propose for /^2 the définition
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In the next section we will construct a homomorphism nf -> n\op9 and in the third
section we will use this to prove

THEOREM A. IfE is a localfield (Le. E is complète withfiniîe residuefield) and
then there is an isomorphism

where fi(E) is the group of roots ofunity in E.
This resuit indicates that n?pSL(l+l, E) may give the "correct" value for the

higher homotopy of SL(l+ 1, E) only in the stable range; that is, where i is somewhat
smaller than 1+1. A word about the motivation for the définition of K\op\ the définition

of Kf using the linear iW-pair structure on SX(I+1, E) cornes directly from the

geometry of Morse functions on manifolds as is explained in [10]. The group K\op

came about as an attempt to see if the affine iW-structure on SL(l+1, E) could be

used in an analogous way.
The proof of Theorem A in §3 together with the partial computation of K2(E)

known from the work of Moore [7; also 6, A. 14] gives

COROLLARY. K?(E) Kt2op(E)@D where D is infinitely divisible.
The remainder of the section proves some lemmas which will be needed later on.
Proo/o/Lemma 1. The définition of a facette [1, p. 58] implies that for any facette

F in the linear stratification and any linear root e{ — ej there are three mutually distinct
possibilities: erej>0 on F, ei — ej 0 on F, or et — ej<0 on F. The same is true of
any facette F in the affine stratification and any affine root ei — e^ + k.

Now let F<F' in the linear stratification. To show UFcz UF, it must be verified
that ei — ej>0 on i7implies et — ej>0 on F'. Since Fis contained in the closure of F'
there is some xeF' sufficiently close to Fsuch that ef —ey>0 on x. Hence ei — ej>0
on ail ofF'.

Let F<F' in the affine stratification. To show UFcUF> we must show that

k=k(F, ei-ei)n is greater than or equal to k' k(F', et-ej)n for each linear root

ei-ej. As in the linear case ei-ej-\-k>0 on F implies ei-ej-\-k>0 on F'. Hence

Finally, Upcz Up whenever m divides n because then n-Zam-Z. q.e.d.

Now let F be a facette in the linear stratification. Let + UF be the subgroup of UF

generated by the eu(À) with i<j9 and let ~UF be generated by the eu(X) with i>j.
Similarly for any facette Fin the affine stratification let +UF be the subgroup of UF

generated by the eu(X) with i<j and v(A)S*fc(F, et-ej)H. Let ~UF be the subgroup

generated by the etJ(A) with i>j and v(À)

LEMMA 2. (A) UF= + UF-UF=-
(B) UFl= + UnF-Hn-UnF=-UnFHn- + U
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Proof of 2, Part (A). We will show that UF= + UF-~UF; the argument for
UF=~UF- + UFis similar. To simplify notation let U= UF and Up=UnSL(p,E) for
2</?<I+l. The claim (A) is true for p 2 because then U={eol(A) | XeE) or
U={elo(À)\ ÀeE}. Now assume inductively that Ul= + Ul-~Ul. Let F+c[/I be

the subgroup generated by the eul{X) with ^-e^Ooni7 and F" be the subgroup
generated by the eui(À) with el — et>0 on F. Then the Steinberg relations show

(i) Ul-V± V±-Ul and ¦J7I'K+ K+«"l7I.

For any 0</^I—1 we cannot have both ^—^>0 and ^—et>0 on F; in other
words for 0</<I-l we do not have both eitl(X)eV+ and ehi(À)eV~. Thus the

Steinberg relations imply
(ii) givent?1eF+ and v2eV~, there are éléments t/et/j, wleV+, and w2eV~ such

thatt?2-t71 i/-w1-w2.
Using (i), (ii), and the induction hypothesis we have

Proofof2. Part (B). The argument that UF= + UFHn~UFis essentially the same
as Proposition (2.6.4.) of [4, p. 29]. The only minor différence is that hère the groups
UF are defined using strict inequalities while in (2.6.4) similar groups P(S) are defined

using weak inequalities and it is assumed that S has a non-empty interior in order to
invoke (III) on p. 27 of [4]. Condition (III) is what allows one to reverse the order of
eji{pi)'eij{k) whenever *'</. To make the proof of (2.6.4) work hère we only need the

following statement analogous to (III): Fix a pair of indices i<j. Let a ef — ej + k
where k—k(F, e{ — ej)n and P eJ"-ei + kr where kr k(F, ej — et)n. Let Ua be the

subgroup generated by eij{X) where v(X)^k and Up be the subgroup generated by eji(X)
where v(X)^k'. Then the subgroup generated by Ua9 Ufii and Hn is

The proof of this is essentially the matrix identity

/l Â\ (d 0 \ /l 0\ (z 0 \ /l 0\ /l z"1^"1

where z=d+d"1Xpi and we must check that ze 1 + pn. First note that since et—ej
on F, eJ — el—k<0 on F and so k' r-n — k for some r>0. Hence

Now write rf=l+x and d~1 l+y where A:,.yepn. Then z^l+x+Afi+yXjji and

v (jc+A^i+ykn)> min (w, w, 2n) ^ «. q.e.d.
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LEMMA 3 (cf (I) on p 27 of [4]) (A) IfFis a facette ofthe hnear stratification

and we Wo then w UF-w~l UW F

(B) Let F be a facette ofthe affine stratification and w be a Weyl group élément of
theform a t where aeW0 and t is the diagonal matnx ± nn°, ±nnl) with nt 0 mod w.

Then

Proof (A) is left as an exercise Hère is the proof of (B) Let etJ (k) be a generator
of Up Then oc el — eJ + v(k) is positive on F, v(k)^k(F, el — eJ)ni and a°w~1

effil)-ea(j)^(nl-nJ) + v(k) is positive on w F Now w etJ(k) w~î=eaii)oU)(kf)
where k'=±knni~nj and so v(k') v(k) + nl — nJ Since n divides n, — np

v(k')^k(F, el-eJ)n + nl-nJ k(w F, effil)-eaU))n

Hence w el} (k) • w'1 e U^ F q.e d.

LEMMA 4 Let ul9 ,useUF where F is a facette of the hnear stratification of
RI+1 Alsofixn>0 Then

(A) there is some facette G such that each u^Uq and

(B) the union ofail such facettes is a convex subset ofRl+i.
Proof of (A). Choose a hnear chamber D with F<D and let g be a permutation

such that a'1 D C0, the fundamental hnear chamber. Then UFczUD and a~l UD a
UCo Let va a~1uaaeUCo for l^a<s Write each va uniquely as a product of

etJ(k)Js9 kj, ordered lexicographically For kj let ku be the minimum ofthe v(A)'s
where eXJ (k) appears in at least one of the product expressions For each 0 < i < I — 1

choose sten Z m such a way that, settmg/0 5it+ +^j-i whenever /</, we hâve

fj^ktj—n. Then any affine facette G of maximal possible dimension in

is non-empty and any etJ (k) in the product expression for any va lies in U£ Hence

each va is in U£. Finally

Proof of (B) Any ueUF can be written uniquely as a product

a=l a=r+l

where ia<ja for l<a<r, ia>ja for r+Ka<r+5, each elx-eJa>0 on F, and the

terms in u+ and m_ are arranged lexicographically.
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CLAIM. ueU£ ifffor each such eUJ<K(ka) we hâve v(ka)>k(G9 e*.-*,.)„.
To prove this write u v+-h-v^ as in Lemma 2(B). Then u+-u-=v+-h*v_ or

v+1'U+—h'V--uZ1. Hence A=l, u+=v+9 and w_=y_. Now v+ can be written as a

product in lexicographical order of terms eu{k) where i<j and v(k)^k(G9 ei — ej)n.
Since this lexicographically ordered product is unique for éléments in the subgroup of
upper triangular matrices the expressions for w+ and v+ are the same. This means

v(ka)^k(G9 €i9 — eJ9)n for Ua<r. A similar argument works for r+Ka^r+ s.

Now we complète the proof of (B). Let ul9..., useUq and Uq>. Choose points
xeG and x'eG' and let x(t) (l-t) x + txf for 0<^<l. Let G(t) be the unique
facette containing x(t). We shall show each ua lies in Uq (r) by showing that any e^k)
which appears in the product expression (* *) for any ua belongs to Uq (t). This amounts
to showing that y{k)^k(G(t),ei-ej)n for 0<*<l. Let k=k(G9ei-ej)n and

k' k(G', ei~-ej)n. Let x(t)t be the /th coordinate of the vector x(t). Then by the

claim

x(0)i-x(0)j+k>0
and

Hence

x(t)t-x(t)j+kt>0.
where kt=(l-t)-k+ t-k'. Since v(k)^k and k\

v (k) ^ smallest integer divisible by n that is at least as big as kt

9e^ej)n q.e.d.

§2. The Homomorphism nf -^ nfp

This section defines a séquence of maps

which are compatible up to base point preserving homotopy with the maps in the

inverse System (*) used to define nx?v and therefore induce a homomorphism

Thèse in turn are compatible with stabilization and induce a homomorphism
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To simplify notation let X=SLab(l+l, E) and Y^SL^il+U E). The base

points of X and Yn respectively are UCo and U£ where Co and C are the fondamental
linear and affine chambers. Both Xand Yn are finite dimensional simplicial complexes
of dimension I-1 and I respectively. The map (t>»:X-+ Yn will be constructed induc-
tively over the dual skeletons X* of the r-skeletons Xr of X. Recall that X* is the
subcomplex of the first barycentric subdivision of X consisting of the union of the
duals a* of simplices a of X of dimension at least r where a* is ail simplices ox < • • • < as
such that g < a1. For each vertex v a * UF of X choose an élément gv e a • UF. If v UCo

let gv id. For each simplex a of X let Va be the finite set of éléments {gv} where v is

a vertex of <r. The collection of Vff sati sfies

(a) a <t implies VaaVx
(b) ifff (ao-^0<-<ap-£/Fj,),then^-1-AeyFpforg,AeKa.

In view of Lemma 4, (b) implies
(c) for each a there is a facette F of the affine stratification such that g~i-heUFî

whenever g, heVff.
Using (a), (b), (c) we shall associate to each simplex <x ofX a contractible set Ca a Yn

such that (7<t implies Ca^>Cx. Let >4c Yn dénote the "standard" apartment consisting

of simplices (Upo<--<Ups) and recall from the first section that A is the first
barycentric subdivision of KcRI+1. For each simplex a of X let DaaA dénote the
union of ail simplices Fn V where F satisfies (c). Da is convex by Lemma 4. Finally
let Ca=gDa where g is any élément of Va\ this is well defined by (c).

Now we can construct cj)n. Map each vertex vff of X* corresponding to a top dimensional

simplex a of X to any point in Ca. Assume inductively that <£„ has been
constructed over X* in such a way that

cj)n (c*) c C9 for each simplex <r of X of dimension at least r. (f)
We shall show how to extend <j)n over X?-x so that (f) remains satisfied. Let t be an

r — 1 )-simplex of A" and let t ' (^ < • • • < as) be a simplex in dt*. Thus t is a proper
faceof cr1 and t'is a simplex in af. By (t)0»(T/)c=Cr<ricCt. Since dx* is the union of
such simplices t', we hâve (t)n(dr*)c:Cx and hence <£„ can be extended over t* so that
<j>n(T*)cCx. Continuing this procédure gives the desired map <t>:X-+ Yn. To get the

base points right note that if a is the vertex UCo, then Ca A; hence we can map UCo

to Uq in the last induction step.
It remains to show that <t>n is independent of the choice of éléments {gv}. Let {V'a}

and {F;} be two collections satisfying (a), (b), (c) coming from two choices of thegy.
Let {Ca} and {CJ} be the corresponding collections of contractible sets and note that

is contractible. For let C=g-Z); and C;=A-/>^. Then

and D'ffnDl is convex.
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Now let (f>'n and §"n be the two maps constructed using the collections {V'a} and

{Vï}. For each vertex va of X* define the homotopy H:vaxl-+Yn by joining
<l>'n(vc)eC'9 to fâ(va)eC'é with a path in C^uCJ and assume inductively that the

homotopy H:X* x /-> FM has been defined between <j)'n \ X* and 4>"n | Z* so that

H (<j* x/jcC^u C^ for any simplex g of Z of dimension at least r. (f t)
We will extend /f over Z*»! x/ so that the condition (ft) still holds. Let t be any
(r— l)-simplex of X and t/ (ct1<---<(71,) be any simplex in dx*. Then H(%'xi)
cC;uC;cCt'uC; and hence H(3t* x/)cCt'uCt". Since ^(T*xO)cCt' and

0;' (t* x 1 c c;, we can extend H to t* x / so that # (t* x /)c C[ u c;.
This complètes the construction of (j)n.

§3. Computationof7rt1op

This section proves Theorem A which says that whenever E is complète with finite
residue field

for 1^2. The proof is based on the following information about Milnor's group
K2(E) coming from the work of Moore [7; also 6, A. 14], Dennis-Stein [2, §4], and
Stein [9, Th. 2.5 and Th. 3.1]:

(i) K2(E)*p(E)®D
where D is infinitely divisible and there is some no^l (depending on E) such that

(ii) for each n^n0 the group D is generated by {u, v) with wel +pw and t;e£>*;
furthermore D is the kernel of the map K2 (£)) -> K2 (O/pn)

The plan of the proof is to construct homomorphisms

for ail n ^ 1 and

for n sufBciently large such that
(1) 4>n is onto with Dcker$n
(2) for large w, ^»°^n is just the map K2 (E) -> K2 (E)/D.

It then follows that for n sufficiently large ^n is an isomorphism and it will be clear

from the construction of the ^/n that they are compatible with the inverse System (*).
Hence
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The maps </>„ will essentially be those defined in §2 modulo the équivalence K2(E)
2£i!?SL(l+l9E) for 1^3 demonstrated in [10]. However to avoid invoking this
îsomorphism we will give some détails of the construction of the (f>n which will be
needed anyway to estabhsh (1) and (2)

Step 1. Defining <j)n for n^ 1 and 1^2
Let zeUc ^e represented as a product

Z Zi'Z2' - 'Zs

where zteUFi for some facette Ft in the linear stratification To this product we will
associate a loop

zo*zt* .*zscSCP(I+l, E) (V)

from the base point U£ to îtself as follows :

(a) First choose for / 0, s + 1 an affine face Gt such that zt e Uq1 for i 1,..., s
and Go Gs+1 C

(b) Then choose a path yv from the vertex UGi to the vertex Uq{+1 m the standard
apartment A c SL^P(l+l,E).

Let (ï0 1 and for 1< k < s let Pk z1 • zk Let zk pk- yk be the translate of y k by
£fc under the action of SL(l+1, ^)on SCP(I+1, £). Theendpoint of zfc_! îs pk.t • C/2k

and /?£_! • Uck pk..1'zk- Uok pk- Ugk îs the initial point of ffc. Hence the paths zk can
be strung end to end to produce the loop (V)

First we show (V) îs mdependent of the choices (a) and (b): It îs clearly îndepen-
dent of the choice of path yk because the standard apartment îs contractible. To show
the choice in (a) doesn't matter let £/£>, be another group containing zr By Lemma 4
there îs a piecewise linear path gt from U^ to U^t in the standard apartment such that
each vertex Uq ofgt contains zr Then (V) constructed usmg the Uq^ is represented, in
virtue of the independence from the choice (b), by the concaténation

We wnte this as

which is the same as

Now Pk-i'Qk — Pk'Qk because each vertex in the path çk contains zk. Hence the terms
Pk-i'Qk*Pk'Qk~1 caneel out to give the loop

which is the path representing (V) obtained from the original choice (a).
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Actually, since the path z0 is determined by zu it will be convenient from now on
to dénote the loop (V) by zt * • • • * zs.

The construction of (V) shows that
(c) ifz1eL^2»tnen^i*"'#*^s ^2*****^san(iif2set/c,thenf1*---*fs f1*---*zs_1
(d) if for some l<fc<,s— 1 there is a linear face F and an affine face G such that

zk and zfc+1 both belong to UF and U£, then

Now to get </>„, let yeK2 (E) be represented as the word

h
<x=l

Then

and we let

Any two présentations of y as a product differ by Steinberg relations and thèse don't
change <t>n(y) in view of (d). For example

because ail the generators in the third Steinberg relation belong to UF for any linear
facette on which et — ej and ej — ek (and therefore e%--e^) are positive, and they also

belong to Uq where G is any affine facette contained in

for r and r ' sufficiently négative.

PROPOSITION 5. <i>nisontofor\>2.
Proof. The construction of (V) gives a procédure for constructing a path z from

any coset a-Up to any coset ol-co-Uq given any word zeSt (I+l,2s) with #(z)=
œeSL(l+\9E). Hère QiSt-+SL is the natural homomorphism. The proof that

<t>n is onto reduces to the spécial case of showing that a one-simplex of the form
(<x*Uf<p- Uq) is homotopic with endpoints fixed to the path z where zeSt (t+1, E)
is chosen so that g(z)~(x.~i'f}eUGl.
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Write (z~1-p v+'g'V- as in Lemma 2. The upper and lower triangular matrices

v+ and v- lift to well defined éléments of St (1+1, E) which we continue to dénote by

v+ and v-. Let zg be a lifting of g to a product of words of the form hu(u)
wo.(w)-wM(-l)wherewel+p'\ See [6,§9]. Letz=t;+-zg-t;_. Then z=v+*zg*v_

is a path from a • Up to P • UG and we will show it is homotopic with endpoints fixed to
the one-simplex (ot'Up<p'UG). Since v+eUG the path v+ from tx-Up1 to ol-Ug is

(<X'Uf«x-v+-U£) ((X'UÏ<ol-U£). By Lemma 6 below the path zg from a-UG

ccv+'UGto ccUG cc'v+g'UG (obtained by translating via <x-v+ the path zg con-
sidered as a loop from UG to £/<£) is homotopic to the constant path with endpoints
fixed. The path û_ from <x-U£ a-v+-g-U£ to P'UGl (X'V+-g'V-.'UGt is homotopic
to the constant path (ocUg<P' Uq) because v.eUq and ocUq^P'Uq. Hence

~(a-UF<p-UnG) q.e.d.

LEMMA 6. The path zgfrom UG to UG is homotopic to a constant keeping

endpoints fixed,
Proof. The gênerai case reduces to the spécial case where zg wu (u) • wu — 1) and

either i<j or i>j. Suppose /</. Then zg from UG to (7^ is of the form rj + z^rj'1
where */ is a path in the standard apartment from UG to Uç and fg is considered as a

path from Uç to itself. We show that zg is homotopic to a constant when viewed as

a loop based at £/£. Recall that

Let

and

if 7=1.

Then C>/)<C and each elementary matrix elV(A) or e;i(A) appearing in the word

wv(u)'wij(-l) lies in one of the subgroups t/c or ^c- This means we can construct

zg as in (V) by choosing as in (b) just the path y=Uc>Ul<Unc or its reverse y'1.
Write w=l+(T and w'^I + t for a, xepn and note that el7(±(r) and ejt{±x) lie

in UD. Then using properties (c) and (d)
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This last path is y * e • y "1 where s ejt — 1 • etj (<r) • ejf (1 which lies in each of U£, U£,
and Uç,. Hence e-y~i=y~1 and y *e-y~1 y *y"1 which is certainly contractible keep-
ing the base point Uq fixed.

The case when i>j is similar. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 7. Dcker^>n whenever n is large enough to satisfy (ii).
Proof. Let {w, v}eD where wel + pn and ve£)*. Then <£„({*/, ^}) ^Oi(w)*^o2^)

*hoi(u)~1 *hO2(v)~1 which is homotopic to hl3(v)*h13(v)~1 by Lemma 6. This last

loop is clearly contractible. q.e.d.
Step 2. Construction of \j/n.

Throughout this part we will assume n ^n0 +1 where n0 is as in (ii) and we assume

1^2. Let /w order of n(E) and let )m:E*xE*-+n(K) be the mth power norm
residue symbol. Let

be the continuous central extension associated to )w. By [6, A. 14 and p. 95] this
is algebraically équivalent to

1 ->K2(E)/D->St (1+1, E)jD-+SL{\+1, E)-> 1.

LEMMA 8. For each affineface F'thereisahomomorphism sF:U£-+St (l+l, E)/D
such thaï ifF<F\ then sF> | Up=sF andsuch that q°sf='\<X.

Proof. Given an affine facette Flet X/ (resp. ZFT)bethesubgroupofSt (1+1, E)jD
generated by xu(À) with i<j (resp. i>j) and v(A) ^ k(F,et -ej)n9 and let Y be the

subgroup of St (I+1, E)jD generated by the words hu (u) with ue 1 + pM. Let GF be the

subgroup of S* (1+1, E)\D generated by XF,XF, and 7. Then

G/? XF ' Y • XF Xp • Y * XF

The proof of this is similar to (B) in Lemma 2 and the main point is that for / <j we hâve

ij(z-iÀ) (a)

modulo D where A, fieE and z=l+A/iel + pn. Hère we continue to use the notation
of (B) of Lemma 2. Not both k and k' are zéro because k'=r • «—k for r> 0. Thus the

argument breaks down into two steps.
Case 1. Both k and £' are non-negative and so at least one of them, say k, is

strictly positive. Then k^n because ken-z. In particular v(X)^n. Thus when we con-
sider the élément
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of K2(D) as an élément of K2(Dlpn) ît becomes zéro. By (11), i.e. by [2, §4], it lies
in D so (a) holds modulo D.

Case 2. One of k or k' îs négative. Say k=-s where s>0. Then k'^n because
& +&>«. Let/?#z,jr. Since the subgroup D îs in the center of St (1+1, E) the équation

(a) holds modulo D îff îts conjugale by hip(ns) holds modulo D:

Note that v(nsÀ)^0, v(n~sfi)^n, v(ttsz~U)^0 and v{n~s^z)^n. Let z=l+tm\
Then by [2, §2]

^ - ,- \l 1 —7T 1 —7T J

and so {n9 z}eK2(£)) has the same image in K2(£)/p" l) as

-1

which îs zéro by [6, Lemma 9.8] The word

in K2 (D) therefore goes to zéro in K2(D/p""1); so again by [2, §4] it lies in D and (a)
holds modulo D. Now to complète the proof of Lemma 8: By [6, Lemma 9.14] the

maps q:Z/ -^±Up are isomorphisms. The map q : Y-> Hn îs a surjection Any élément
coeF with £(co)=l lies in the kernel of the map K2(£))-+K2(DlTpn) and therefore

m D by [2, §4]. Hence q: F-> i/" îs an isomorphism also and consequently q:Gf~> Up

îs an isomofphism. We define sF: Up -> St (1+1, £)//) to be the inverse of g restricted
to GF. If F<F' then GFcGF so sF, | UF sF. q.e.d.

To define the homomorphism ^n we use essentially the same method as in [10,
Prop. 2]. If I dénotes the directed one-simplex (a-UF<p- U£), we let I"1 dénote the

same one-simplex directed from p-U£ back to <x-UF. Any piecewise linear loop y

from Uq to îtself îs a concaténation

where e,= ± 1. Choose an élément in each vertex a UF of SL^op(l+ 1, E). For each It
we hâve the élément g'1 -ht where gt îs the chosen élément m the initial vertex of I(

and ht îs in the final vertex of I,. Sincegl + i=ht the élément
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lies in Unc. If lt (a- U$<p-U£) we let Li^sG(gr1-hi). Let w be a lifting of w to
St (l+\9E) obtained as in the proof of Lemma 8 and define

Any two such liftings of u as in Lemma 8 are congruent modulo D so \l/n(y) doesn't
dépend on which lifting we choose. Using Lemma 8 it is not hard to see that il/n(y)
is independent of the choice of éléments in the a- Up and also is independent of any
simplicial homotopy. For example suppose we hâve a segment in y which looks like

and that g,eaf• Upt are the chosen éléments. Let g2 be changed to h and write g2 h-v
where veUp2. The corresponding subwords of \jjn(y) are Sp2(gî1'g2)-sF3(g21-g3)
and Sp^g^-^-Sp^h"1^^. But we hâve

sF2 (v)-sF3 (v~1)sp3 (h~l-g3)

The above procédure gives the desired homomorphism from the edge path présentation

of 7CiSL^op (1+1, E) into K2 (E)jD. We hâve verified (1) in Propositions 5 and 7.

Property (2) is an immédiate conséquence of the construction of <f>n and \j/n.

§4. n\op for Discrète Valuation Rings

Let Obea discrète valuation ring with unique maximal idéal p. Let v:E-+Z be

the associated discrète valuation on the quotient field E of O. This section outlines
the modifications necessary to define

n?pSL(l+l9D)

so that we hâve

THEOREM B.IfDis complète with finite residue field of characteristic p and
then

where n(E)p is the p-primary comportent ofthe group of roots ofunity in E.

Let Fbe a facette in the affine stratification of RI+1 and let n> 1. Define Vp to be

the subgroup of SL(I-f 1,O) generated by the eu(X) where AeO and v(A)^
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k(F, ei-ej)n. The analogue of Lemma 1 remains valid and wel et SZj,op(l4-1,0) be
the realization of the simplicial set whose fc-simplices are (k+ l)-tuples

When m divides n there is a map

and we let

m\nand

The analogues of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 hold although (B) of Lemma 3 is valid
for the Vf only for we Wo. This is sufficient however to prove Lemma 4 for the Vp
because in the proof the conjugation is by an élément of WQ. The proof of Theorem B
is similar to the argument in Theorem A but uses the following resuit of Dennis-Stein
[2, §4]: For r>3

K2(r9!D)=K2(D)=ti(E)p®D

where D is the same subgroup as in section 3. Ail the steps in the proof can be done

by replacing E by £). One point to mention is that in Case 2 of Lemma 8 it is not
necessary to conjugate the équation (a) to get an équivalent équation in St (1+ 1,0)/D
because the terms in (a) already lie in St (1+1, £>).

The natural inclusions Vp c Up induce a map

l, E)

of inverse Systems and we get a homomorphism

K\op(O)->K?p(E).

Following the method of §2 one constructs a natural homomorphism

K?(D)->K\op(!D)

compatible with the above homomorphism. It seems plausible to conjecture that there

is a short exact séquence

0 -+ K\op (D) -> Kxr (E) ^Kî-l (D/p) -> 0
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similar to the one in algebraic Â-Theory. See [3, Th. 1.3] and [8, §5]. For i 2

Theorems A and B show this is true; namely, we get

0 -> K%*p) -> K%* (E) -> Kx (£)/p) -> 0

0^ n{E)p - n(E) -> (O/p)* -0.
In a future paper we will show that

Since the kernel of the homomorphism GL(O/pll+1)->GL(£)/p1') is a/?-group, the

maps Ki(£)l'pn+1)-+Ki(£)lpn) are isomorphisms on the I-primary part whenever

(l,p)= 1. Hence by Quillen's computation of the ^-theory for a finite field [12] we hâve

where (l,/?)=l and #=

§5. Relation to Buildings

In this section we discuss the relationship of the spaces SLab(l+l, E) and

SL^Q-h1, E) to the buildings corresponding to the linear and affine BN-pair structures

on SL(l+1, £). The significance of this is not clear, but one possible motivation
concerns unitary représentations of the /?-adic group SL(I+1, E). Borel and Serre

hâve shown that the Hilbert space of square summable harmonie forms in dimension
I on the p-adic building associated to SZ(I+1, E) is the spécial représentation and
that the cohomology with compact support in dimension I is contained in it as the set

of admissible vectors. Perhaps the L2 harmonie forms on some of the *SL(I+1, E)-
spaces below décompose to give useful realizations for other irreducible représentations

ofSL(l+l,E).
Recall that the linear building Iab (resp. the p-adic or affine building /aff) is the

realization of the simplicial set whose Â>simplices are the (k+ l)-tuples

where afeSL(I+1, E), St is a linear (resp. affine) facette contained in the closure of
the fundamental chamber Co (resp. C), and PSi is the parabolic (resp. parahoric)
subgroup associated to St. In the linear case we require S( to be a facette of (i?I+1-
diagonal) nC0. Actually, Iab and /aff as defined hère are the first barycentric sub-
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divisions of the buildings as usually defined In both cases the action of SL(l+1, E)
îs given by

See [4, chap. II].
The following two lemmas will be useful Let S={u, v, w } be a set partially

ordered by a relation " < " such that if u ^ v and v < u then u v Suppose G îs a group
acting on the nght of S and preservmg the ordenng in such a way that

(P) if w, v^w and v wg, then u v

Let S/G dénote the space of orbits partially ordered by the condition that u-G^v G

îffthereisageG with wg^v. Note that u G^v Gandt; G^wGimphes u G vG.
Let 1^1 and \S/G\ dénote the géométrie reahzations of the nerves of thèse partially

ordered sets.

LEMMA 9. (A) \S\/G=\S/G\
(B) ifG actsfreely on S, then G acts freely andproperly on \S\ as a discrète group.

înparticular the quotient space \S\\G is notjust tnangulable but has a natural triangulation.

Proof. (A). There is a natural simphcial map q'\S\^\S/G\ given by the cor-
respondence

which takes non-degenerate simphces to non-degenerate simplices. We must show that
if o- (t;0< *ivk) and t (w0^ <wfe) are two non-degenerate simphces with
q(t) q((t), then there is a geG with x-g a. By hypothèses we know that for each wt
thereisag^eG withnvg^t', Consider the simplex T'gk (w0-gk^ ~^wk-gk). Then

wgk vk and for each 0^i<k we hâve t^wviTfc'Of**1^)- Hence, by ((3), vl wl-gk
and so T'gk a.

(B) Let c- (tfo< *•* *^vk) be a non-degenerate simplex Let st (a) be the open star
ofa consistmg ofail simphces t having a as a face. We shall show that \îst (a) n st (a)-g
is not empty then g= 1. Let t be a simplex such that er^ t and ct< t -g, and let v be

a vertex of g. Then u-g is a vertex of i-g and v is a vertex of t-g. Thus either t>-^^t;
in which case vg v by (P) and g= 1 since G acts freely; or v^v g so that vg~l^v
andg-^1. q.ed.

Now let S'= {u, v9 w, } be partially ordered by a relation ">" and let G act on
the nght of S' preservmg the ordenng and satisfying

(P') if w^w, v and wg=v, then wg=w

Partially order the orbit space S'/Gby setting wG^v-Giïïthere is a geG with u-g^v.
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LEMMA 10. (A) \S'\IG=\S'IG\
(B) if G acts freely on the set of vertices, then G acts freely and properly on \S'\.
Proof. (A). The natural map q: \Sf\ -+ \S'\jG takes non-degenerate simplices to

non-degenerate simplices and we must show that if <r (vo'^~''^vk) and t
(wo^-~^wk) hâve the same image under q then there is a geG with cr T-g. By

hypothesis we know there are éléments gteG with w^g^Vi for i=0,...,fc. Since

wo'go vo and wt -gt wt -g0 • (gô 1gl) vl9 we conclude from (p') that w0 -gt r0. By
induction one has wt • gk vt for i 0,..., A:. Hence o i'gk. The proof of (B) is similar
to (B) of Lemma 9. q.e.d.

The Linear Case, Compare [10, §2]. For any associative ring E there is an equi-
variant map 0:SLfl6(I+l, E)-+Iab defined by the correspondence which takes the

simplex (a0• UFo<• • • <ock• UFk) to the simplex (ct0co0 PSo =)• • • z>akcok-PSk) where St
is the unique linear facette in JRI+1-diag and in the closure of Co such that œ^S^Fi
for some a>fe Wo. The cosets (xicoi'PSl are independent of the choice of the C0f.

We shall construct a space K on which SL(I-f 1, E) acts on the left such that the

map 6 factors as the composition of SL(l+1, 2s)-equivariant simplicial maps

where the first map is a covering map with group N of the linear 2W-pair structure

The group N acts on the right of SLab(l+ \9E)as follows: Let a- UF be a vertex
of SLab(l+1, E) and let rjeN. Define

This is well defined; for if a- UF=f}- UF, then /?=a-w with ueUF and

because rj^^^urje Un-1. F by (A) of Lemma 3. This action préserves the relation " < " on
the cosets a- UF and induces an action on SLab(l+1, E).

LEMMA 11. The action of N on SLab(l+1, E) satisfies condition (P) and isfree
andproper.

Proof Suppose a- UF<yUH, fi- UG<yUH9 and a- UF prj'Un-i.G. The définition
of the partial ordering of the a- UF in § 1 implies that F=^n~x • G. Now y~1<x-UFc:UH
and y~iP'UGczUH9 and so P"i(xeUH. Also a-C/F=jff^-C/lr-i.G=^-C/F so that
fl~1P~1aeUF. Hence rçef/H and since NnUH=l we hâve rç l. Thus (x-UF=p'UG.
It is also easy to see that iV acts freely on the vertices a- UF. Thus (p) is satisfied and

N acts freely and properly by (B) of Lemma 9.
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Let K=SLab (1+1, E)/N. Since 6 is constant on the orbits of N we obtain the
desired factorization.

Recall from [10, §2] that 0, and therefore <P, is onto in homology in dimension

I-1. For EslfinitefieldbothH^ (SLab(l+1, E); Z)and H^^K; Z) are free abelian

groups of finite rank mapping equivariantly onto the Steinberg représentation
Hl^1 (Iab; Z). What can be said about them as SL(l+1, E) modules?

Hère is an alternate description of K. For any linear facette F let NF be the sub-

group of éléments rj of N such that rj • F= F. Then NF normalizes UF by (A) of Lemma
3 and so QF NF- UF is a subgroup of SL(l+1, E). Note that F<G implies NF^NG
so that QF is not a subgroup of QG unless F= G. Define a partial ordering on the

cosets <x.-QF by the condition that a-gF-<j?-gG iff F<G and there is an élément

rjeNF such that <xrj-UFczf}- UG.

LEMMA 12. K is isomorphic as a simplicial complex with a left SL{l+\, E)
action to the space whose k-simplices are {k +1 )-tuples

where each St is a linear facette o/RI+1-diag contained in the closure of Co.

The proof is straight forward because there is a bijection between orbits (a • UF) • N
and the cosets ol-Qs.

Finally, we calculate ^"1(t) for any simplex t of Iab. Actually, since T a-<7

where <xeSL(l+1, E) and <r (PSo=> ••• =>PSk), it suffices to describe &'1 (a). Hère is

the formula:

where ^e^ modNSk-USo. Thus we also hâve

for 0ePSk moàNSk- USo and «eN.
The Affine Case. Let £ be a local field, complète with finite residue field. For each

n^lwe shall construct a séquence of SL(l+1, £)-equivariant simplicial maps

such that whenever m divides n there is a commutative diagram of SL(l+\,E)-
equivariant simplicial maps
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satisfying the properties
(i) for n= 1, if is the affine building /aff,

(ii) each Wn and each vertical map in the diagram is a proper map,
(iii) the map SL1**(l+l, E)->Kn is a covering space with fiber the group Mn

defined as follows: let TnaT be the subgroup of translations in W of the form
diag(7rMo,..., nnl) where wf 0mod«. Let Wn be the subgroup of P^generated by Tn

and Wo. Let Nn<=zN be the subgroup of éléments mapping to Wn under the arrow
N-> W. Finally let Mn Nn modHn.

First we define an action of Nn on the right of SLl°p(l +1, E) and prove

LEMMA 13. The induced action of M" is free, proper, and satisfies condition ((3).

Let neN\ Define

This is well defined: for let a- UF p- UF where £ a-«. Then

because rj~1urjeU^-i.F according to (B) of Lemma 3. If rjeHn, then r\F—F so

(a- UF)-n (x-UF:. Hence Mn acts on the right of SLntop(l+1, £). This action is free

on vertices. For suppose (xrj'U^-i.F oi'Up in the sensé of the partial ordering. Then

rj'1 - F= F and n-U^-i.F=Up as cosets. Thus rjeNn UF Hn. This shows the isotropy
groups of Nn are just Hn. Hence Mn acts freely. The argument showing (p) is satisfied
is similar to the proof of Lemma 11. We apply Lemma 9 to see that Mn acts freely and

properlyonSZ;op(I+l,£).
In view of Lemma 13 we can define Kn as 5L^op(I+1, E)jMn and get a covering

space map SIiop(I+1, E)^Kn which is SL(l+1, £)-equivariant.
Next we define the spaces J*ff. First let /aff be the realization of the simplicial set

whose &-simplices are the (k+ l)-tuples (ao-PFo=3 ••• ^>ak'PFk) where each PFi is the

parahoric subgroup corresponding to the affine facette Ft. Hère Ft runs over ail affine

facettes and not just those in the closure of the fundamental chamber C. Recall that
each PF is of the form wPs- w'1 where we W and S is a facette in C with w-S=F.
Furthermore, for rjeN one has rj-Pp-n'1 =Prt.F. The group SL(l+1, E) acts on the

leftof Jaff by

LEMMA 14. There is an action of N on the right of J&tî which satisfies condition

') and induces an action of W satisfying (p;).
Proof For neN define
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This is well defined: for let a-PF p-PF where fi oc-p. Then

because rj~1prjePtJ-i.F. To see that (P') holds suppose yPHzzai-PF9 y-PHz>p-PG9 and

<x-PF=pri-Pri-i.G for some rjeN. Then PF=PtJ.l,G andr/-F=G. Since FzdHœG we
must ha\eri'H=H. Hence T/eP,, so that yrj-Pn-i.„ yPH, whichis (P'). SinceNnB
is contained in each PF the action of N induces an action of W=N/NnB satisfying
(P'). q.e.d.

We define lf Ja{fIWn. For each «^ 1 there is a simplicial SL(I+1, £)-equivari-
ant map

defined on vertices by \l/n(<x-UF) 0L-PF. It is compatible with the actions of Mn and
Wn and therefore induces an SL(l+1, £)-equivariant map

When m divides n we clearly get the commutative diagram (k).
To establish (ii) we use the fact that iff:X-> Fis a simplicial map between locally

finite, finite dimensional simplicial complexes such that the number of éléments in

/"^((t) is bounded by a fixed constant as o runs over the simplices of Y, then/is
proper. Actually it suffices to show/"1 (a) bounded by a fixed constant for a any
vertex. Thus we must compute the inverse images of simplices under Wn and under
the vertical maps in the diagram (k). To do this it will be convenient to give équivalent
descriptions of the spaces Kn and /*ff.

For «^1 we shall let Cn= {xî +n>xo>xx>••• >xj. Then Cn is a fundamental
domain for Wn acting on Rl+i and is a union of affine facettes. For any affine facette

F, let NF be the stabilizer of Fin Nn. NF normalizes UF by (B) of Lemma 3 and we let

Qf Nf- Uf. For any two cosets ocQF and $-QnG we let (x-QF<pQF iff F<G and

there is an rjeNF such that OL-rj- UFczp' UG.

LEMMA 15. (A) Kn is the realization of the simplicial set whose k-simplices are

(k+l)-tuples

where Si<=:Cn.

(B) /naff is the realization of the simplicial set whose ksimplices are (k+l)-tuples

where S
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The proof of (A) follows from the bijection between orbits (<X'UF)-Nn and cosets

ol-QsI similarly for the proof of (B). In particular lff=/aff, which gives (i).
In view of Lemma 15 the map Wn is induced by the correspondence ol-QI^kx-Ps.

The composite map

is induced by the correspondence a-£/£-xxcoP5 where œeW" and SaCn are such

that œ-S=F.
Dénote the vertical maps in the diagram (k) by

p:SË°np(l+UE)-+SIlom»(l+\9E)

q:Kn-^Km
jaff jaff

With the exception of the map ^,we shall describe the inverse images of simplices
lying in a région whose translates by 5L(I+ 1, E) fill up the space:

(a) *;1{PFo »

where Fi<=:Rï+1 where a e PFk mod UnFo

(b) T^(PSo^^^PSk)^'(QnSo<^<QnSk)
where St c Cn where a e PSk mod N$k • UnSo

where FtczRl+1 where a e 17Jo mod UnFo

(d) r-1^^-^^)8-^"1^,.!.3-3^1'^-»*)
where Stc:Cm where ^'SfcQ for rieWm

We must check that in each case the cardinality of the inverse images of simplices
is uniformly bounded. In (b) and (d) this is clear because on the left hand side there

are only finitely many simplices and on the right hand side there are only finitely many
a's andrç's. Uniform boundedness in case (a) holds becausePFk mod UFoczPSk mod UsQ

for some Sk9 So in Cn\ it holds for case (c) because UFo modUFo^ U%0 modU£o for
some So <= €n>

The inverse image of a simplex under q is tedious to describe; however, we still
know that q is proper because r and Wn are proper.
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